Dear colleagues!
The processes of formation and development of historical traditions, achievements and communicative miscalculations in building trust between state
authorities and the public, on the way of
institutional and functional reformations
of the authorities in Ukraine, are the actual directions of scientific research in
the field of public administration.
The fact is that, at the present stage,
arhetypyka is a generally accepted and
recognized as a managerial concept of
interdisciplinary research in public administration, which aims to balance the
interests of the state and society. At the
same time, the growing interdependence
of economic, social and environmental
interests has led to the inclusion of social-economic, political-organizational,
state-management and other areas of the Head of the Ukrainian school of arsocial relations in the sphere of imple- chetypes, Doctor of sociological science,
mentation of arhetypyka. The practice of Professor Afonin Eduard Andreevych,
public administration shows that arhe- who organized the TMS.
In my opinion, such an interdiscitypyka becomes a concept used by state
authorities and local self-government.
plinary approach, of number 4 (14) —
The special feature of the # 4 (14) — May 2018 of the collection has its advanMay 2018 of the collection “Public ma- tages, as it opens up opportunities for senagement” is the fact that it contains rious breakthroughs in the depths on the
the content of the reports of the IX in- flanks for the actualization, rationalizaternational theoretical and methodologi- tion and modernization of public admincal seminar (TMS) and the VI Interna- istration and the birth of new scientific
tional contest for young scholars (CYS) directions.
I wish you my dear colleagues and
on the subject: “Archetypes and public
administration: European space in the readers, good health, creative inspiration
dimensions of imaginary, real and ideal”. and new professional achievements in
which took place on June 29-30, 2018 in our responsible and honorable work for
Montpellier, France, at Montpellier Uni- the benefit of the development of educaversity. I take this opportunity to thank tion and science in Ukraine.
Regards,
Chief editor, Vice rector of the Interregional Academy
of Personnel Management, President of the Ukrainian Assembly
of doctors of Science in Public Administration of Ukraine,
Doctor of Science in Public Administration, Professor,
Honored Lawyer of Ukraine 
Y. O. Romanenko
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